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Windows 8.1 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling book on Windows, now updated for the new 8.1 features


	Microsoft has fine-tuned Windows 8 with some important new features, and veteran author Andy Rathbone explains every one in this all-new edition of a long-time bestseller. Whether you're using Windows for the first time, upgrading from an older...
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Lectures on Quantum MechanicsSpringer, 2007
This book is the “verbatim” transcription of the introductory lectures on quantum mechanics that I delivered for more than 25 years at the ´Ecole Polytechnique. It is not a textbook. I was dragged into writing it by friends, among whom are many former students of mine. For sure, this text is obviously less complete than a...
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Professional Windows Live Programming (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Professional Windows Live Programming
   This step-by-step guide demystifies the next generation of Microsoft web programming—Windows Live. An exciting new set of tools and features, Windows Live can change the way you design, build, and market web sites. Experienced author Jon Arking presents you with a comprehensive...
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Building Financial ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The first all-inclusive guidebook for designing, building, and implementing a sturdy core valuation/projection model
In today's no-room-for-error corporate finance market, precise and effective financial modeling is essential for both determining a company's current value and projecting its future performance. Yet few books have explained how...
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Quantum Mechanics and Quantum InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A thorough definition of the basic concepts of quantum mechanics and quantum information and their interrelations.  

	

	Alongside a thorough definition of the basic concepts and their interrelations, backed by numerous examples, this textbook features a rare discussion of the quantum information theory. It also...
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Accelerated C++: Practical Programming by ExampleAddison Wesley, 2000

	We assume that you want to learn quickly how to write useful C++ programs. Therefore, we start by explaining the most useful parts of C++. This strategy may seem obvious when we put it that way, but it has the radical implication that we do not begin by teaching C, even though C++ builds on C. Instead, we use high-level data structures from...
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Inverse Problems in Engineering MechanicsElsevier Limited, 1998
Inverse problems can be found in many topics of engineering mechanics. There are many successful applications in the fields of inverse problems (non-destructive testing and characterization of material properties by ultrasonic or X-ray techniques, thermography, etc.). Generally speaking, the inverse problems are concerned with the determination of...
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Introduction to Grid ComputingCRC Press, 2009
A thorough overview of the next generation in computing, this concise guide explores state-of-the-art grid projects, core grid technologies, and applications of the grid. It covers virtual organizations, scheduling algorithms, fault tolerance strategies, grid workflow management systems, and security technologies. The authors present several grid...
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C++ for Engineers and ScientistsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The C++ programming language, which includes C as a proper subset, has become the
	preeminent programming language in the engineering and scientific fields. For most
	engineers and scientists, however, using the full potential of C++, which is a hybrid language
	containing both structured and object-oriented features, involves a gradual...
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One Hundred Physics Visualizations Using MATLAB (with DVD-Rom)World Scientific Publishing, 2013

	This book provides visualizations of many topics in general physics. The aim is to have an interactive MATLAB script wherein the user can vary parameters in a specific problem and then immediately see the outcome by way of dynamic "movies" of the response of the system in question. MATLAB tools are used throughout and the software...
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Create Your Own Digital MoviesSams Publishing, 2005
You bought a digital video camera so that you could take and transfer home movies to DVD easily. Only come to find out, it's not so easy when faced with the task on your own. Why does "going digital" seem like such a difficult endeavor? It doesn't have to be and Create Your Own Digital Movies can show you...
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Neural Network Modeling: Statistical Mechanics and Cybernetic PerspectivesCRC Press, 1994
Neural Network Modeling offers a cohesive approach to the statistical mechanics and principles of cybernetics as a basis for neural network modeling. It brings together neurobiologists and the engineers who design intelligent automata to understand the physics of collective behavior pertinent to neural elements and the self-control aspects of...
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